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Background: The Latino population is greatly understudied in biomedical research,

including genetics. Very little information is available on presence of known variants

originally identified in non-Hispanic white patients or novel variants in the Latino

population. The Latino population is admixed, with contributions of European, African,

and Amerindian ancestries. Therefore, the ancestry surrounding a gene (local ancestry,

LA) can be any of the three contributing ancestries and thus can determine the presence

or risk effect of variants detected.

Methods: We sequenced the major exons and exons of reported Latino-specific

variants in GBA and LRRK2 and performed genome-wide genotyping for LA

assessments in 79 Latino Parkinson disease (PD) patients, of which ∼80% identified

as Caribbean Latino.

Results: We observed five carriers of LRRK2 p.G2019S, one GBA p.T408M, and three

GBA p.N409S on European as well as three GBA p.L13R on African LA backgrounds.

Previous Latino variant GBA p.K237E was not observed in this dataset. A novel

highly conserved and predicted damaging variant LRRK2 p.D734N was identified in

two unrelated individuals with African LA. Additionally, we identified rare, functional

variants LRRK2 p.P1480L and GBA p.S310G in one individual each heterozygous for

European/Amerindian LA.

Discussion: Additional functional analysis will be needed to determine the pathogenicity

of the novel variants in PD. However, the identification of novel disease variants in the

Latino cohort potentially contributing to PD supports to importance of inclusion of Latinos

in genetics research to provide insight in PD genetics in Latinos specifically as well as

other populations with the same ancestral contributions.
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INTRODUCTION

Parkinson disease (PD) is the second most common
neurodegenerative disease next to Alzheimer disease (AD),
affecting individuals of all races and ethnicities. Most studies of
PD, however, have been conducted in individuals of European
(non-Hispanic whites, NHW) and Asian descent. Interestingly,
incidence rates of PD are slightly higher in Latinos than for
NHW (1, 2), indicating a clear disregard of the field to include
Latinos in PD research. The bias toward NHW leads to health
disparities for PD diagnosis and treatment. Many of the disparity
reports however make no distinctions for NHW vs. Latinos,
compared to for example NHW vs. African Americans (3).
Therefore, the health disparities experienced by Latinos are likely
understudied and underestimated despite the fact they are the
fastest-growing and now largest minority in the US (18.3%) (4).

To date, >50 genes/loci have been identified for PD in
European or Asian-descent studies (5). It is not known at
what frequency NHW PD variants occur in other racial/ethnic
groups or if entirely different variation or separate genes play a
role in these other groups. Variants unique to a specific racial
background have been reported for PD, such as PINK1 variants
that are predominantly identified in Asian patients (6). Ethnic-
specific mutations have been found in several genes influencing
complex disease, most notably in late-onset AD, and the effects of
these genetic differences vary between populations (7–11).

Interestingly, genetic research in admixed populations such
as the Latino population can provide insight in genetic
contribution on many backgrounds because of their complex
and variable genetic admixture. Latino populations collectively
trace their ancestry to three continental groups; European,
Amerindians, and West African (12–14), though contributions
to contemporary Latino populations vary geographically (15–18).
Interestingly, specifically for the Caribbean, there is high
variability in ancestry contribution among and even within
different Latino groups of this region (19). These contributions
of various origins also lead to the observation that even though
an individual’s global ancestry (“average” ancestry) might mostly
resemble European, African (American) or Amerindian, their
genome is a mosaic of contributions. Therefore, local ancestry
(LA), or the ancestral background of a particular (“local”)
chromosomal region or haplotype (i.e., LRRK2 locus), can be
highly variable between different genomic regions and between
individuals of the same population group. More recently,
different variant size effects have been demonstrated for the
same variant on different LA, i.e., lower risk of APOEε4 for
AD on African vs. European or Japanese background (20),
clearly indicating the importance of understanding LA for
disease variants.

A small number of studies have reported results of genetic
analyses in small (secondary) Latino datasets (21–26). These
analyses often summarize across all Latino PD patients,
regardless of ancestry, due to the small sample size. Given the
high variability of admixture in these populations (described
above), caution is warranted for the interpretation and
extrapolation of these results. The only larger cohort, Latin
American Research Consortium on the Genetics of PD

(LARGE-PD, PI Dr. Mata) consisting of 1,150 Latino patients
originating from southern South America, reports an enrichment
of a novel variant in PD gene LRRK2 (p.Q1111H, rs78365431)
in Peruvian and Chilean PD patients and controls (27) as
well as a GBA mutation (p.K237E, rs773409311) in Colombian
patients only (28), suggesting these variants originated from the
Amerindian genetic background in these patients. Though these
studies are an important first step, more elaborate analyses in the
full range of Caribbean, Central, and South America are needed.
The data presented here is the first report on variants in a cohort
highly enriched for Caribbean Latino patients, complementing
the reported dataset of LARGE-PD.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Human Subject Research Compliance
The presented study was approved by the Institutional Review
Board at the University of Miami and informed consent for the
survey was obtained from all participants.

Sample Dataset
All PD participants were enrolled locally in Miami, FL, through
collaboration with the University of Miami Department of
Neurology Movement Disorders Division (Drs. Singer and
Luca) or through ascertainment efforts in Puerto Rico through
collaboration with Dr. Vinuela of the Movement Disorders
Group at Manatí Medical Center in Manatí, PR.

Genotyping Chip
We performed genome-wide genotyping using Illumina’s Global
Screen Assay (GSA) with Multiple Disease content version 2
(GSAMDv2), at the Center for Genome Technology at John
P. Hussman Institute for Human Genomics. Quality control
analyses were performed using the PLINK software, v.2 (29).
Samples with a call rate <90% and with excess or insufficient
heterozygosity (± 3 standard deviations) were excluded. Sex
concordance was checked using X chromosome data. To
eliminate duplicate and related samples, relatedness among the
samples was estimated by using identity by descent (IBD). SNPs
available in samples with the call rate <97%, or those not in
Hardy–Weinberg equilibrium (p< 1x e-5), were eliminated from
further analysis.

Illumina’s CNVpartition program (Illumina, San Diego, CA)
was used with default settings to evaluate presence of copy
number variations in the genotyping data.

The genotyping data was used for determination of ancestries
as well as presence of few variants (potentially) contributing
to PD included on the chip (LRRK2 p.G2019S, p.Q1111H,
and PARK2 p.R275W).

Global and Local Ancestry Determination
Standard principal component analysis (PCA) using the Eigen-
strat program (30) was performed to establish global ancestry for
the participants. Reference datasets from the Human Genome
Diversity Project (HGDP) data, i.e., European (/NHW), West
African, Amerindian, were used in the analysis (31).
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To determine LA at the genomic region surrounding the
known PD genes, we phased the genotyping data using
SHAPEITtoolver.2 (32) and the same reference datasets as for
the PCA. We then used the RFMix ancestry software (33) to
estimate LA for the whole genome (for reference) and around
LRRK2, GBA, and PARK2 in particular. These LA blocks are
defined by variants common in specific ancestral populations
spread across a large region, up to several Mb, depending on
LD structure. The same reference populations (NHW, West
African, Amerindian) used for phasing are used in the LA
estimation. RFMix then compares each genomic region to the
reference populations to infer the ancestral origin of each
haplotype. Admixture plots identifying overall percentage of
ancestral contributions are created using the ADMIXTURE
program (34).

Sanger Sequencing
We performed Sanger sequencing for exons in major PD
genes for late-onset PD harboring known pathogenic variants
(LRRK2 p.R1441 hotspot codon, p.G2019S, GBA common
variants, SNCA), as well as harboring newly identified variants
putatively contributing to Latino PD reported by Velez-Pardo
et al. (28). Additionally, we extended LRRK2’s analyses to
all exons coding for functional domains Roc and Kinase, as
well as exons harboring putative pathogenic variants identified
in NHW patients in-house and by collaborators (personal
communication). In total, these exons include LRRK2 exon 17-
19, exon 29-31, exon 34, exon 36, exons 38-44, GBA exons
2-11, and SNCA exons 2-3 (primer sequences are available
upon request).

TaqMan Genotyping
To confirm the observed homozygous status of variant PARK2
p.R275W on the genotyping chip, we performed TaqMan
genotyping (C__27532069_20, Thermo Fisher Scientific) on
all participants using the recommended protocol. Data were
analyzed on QuantStudio (Life Technologies).

Variant Annotation
Novel variants are annotated for conservation (PhastCons/GERP,
values over 2 and 0.5 are considered conserved by consensus) and
functional effect in the protein using PolyPhen2 (35) as well as
Combined Annotation Dependent Depletion algorithm (CADD)
score. A score over 20 indicates top 1% of highest CADD
scores (most evidence for functional potential of the position)
genome-wide. Additionally, we queried the genome aggregation
database [gnomAD, (36)] holding exonic/genomic data of
140,000 individuals, including 17,000 “Latino” individuals.

RESULTS

A total of 79 Latino patients are included in this report,
79.7% identified as Caribbean (originating from Cuba, PR,
Dominican Republic, or mixed/undefined). Other countries of
origin reported by participants include Colombia, Peru, Ecuador,
El Salvador, Guatemala, Brazil, Mexico, or unknown. Sample
characteristics are described in Table 1. Nineteen out of 79

TABLE 1 | Sample characteristics.

N (%) Avg AAO

(range)

M/F

ratio

FamHx

P/N+U

ALL 79 (100) 54.4 (29–69) 42/37 19/60

Caribbean 63 (79.7) 63 (40–69) 36/27 16/47

Puerto rico 37 (46.8) 55.6 (40–67) 19/18 14/23

Cuba 22 (27.8) 53.6 (42–69) 15/7 1/21

Dominican republic 2 (2.5) 49 (1 unknown) 1/1 0/2

Undefined 2 (2.5) 57.5 (53–62) 1/1 1/1

Other 16 (20.3) 53.2 (29–68) 6/10 3/13

Colombia 2 (2.5) 55.5 (55–56) 0/2 0/2

Peru 2 (2.5) 54 (49–59) 0/2 1/1

El Salvador, Guatemala,

Brazil, Ecuador, Mexico

(1 each)

5 (6.3) 55.5 (44–68) 2/3 1/4

Unknown 7 (8.9) 50.2 (29–64) 4/3 1/6

avg AAO, average age at onset; M/F, male/female; FamHx, family history (defined as first-

or second-degree relative); P, positive; N, negative; U, unknown.

patients reported a first or second degree relative with PD
(positive family history, FamHx+; 24%). Analyses of global
ancestry (Figure 1) and ancestral contributions (admixtures,
Figure 2) determined that the vast majority of this cohort has
a high percentage of European ancestral contribution, though
highly variable contribution from both African and Amerindian
ancestry is observed (0 to ∼80%, Figure 2). Contribution of
other ancestries (e.g., East Asian) was minimal (<2%, data
not shown).

Detection of Known Variants in Selected
Exons of Major PD Genes
We set out to determine the frequency of rare (MAF<1%)
known variants originally identified in NHW patients in the
Latino cohort. Using genotyping and Sanger sequencing data,
we identified five heterozygous carriers of LRRK2 p.G2019S
(5/79 = 6.3%, 1/19 FamHx+ = 5.3%) of various origins, two
heterozygous carriers of GBA p.A495P (2/79 = 2.5%, 0/19
FanHx+) from Puerto Rico, three carriers of GBA p.N409S (3/79
= 3.8%, 0/19 FamHx+) of various origins, one heterozygous
carrier of GBA p.T408M (1/79 = 1.2%, 0/19 FamHx+) from
Cuba, three carriers of GBA p.L13R from Puerto Rico (3/79
= 3.8%, 1/19 FamHx+ = 5.3%), and a homozygous carrier of
PARK2 p.R275W (confirmed by TaqMan genotyping, 1/79, 0/19
FamHx+ or 2/158 alleles = 1.2%) from Puerto Rico (Table 2).
We did not observe any variants in SNCA, on the LRRK2 p.R1441
(C/G/H/S) hotspot or GBA p.L483P. No larger copy number
variations in major PD genes detectable by the genotyping chip
were observed.

We also evaluated presence of reported putative Latino
specific and/or Latino PD contributing variants, i.e., LRRK2
p.Q1111H and GBA p.K237E. We did not observe either of these
variants in the current dataset.

When examining the LA for LRRK2, GBA, and PARK2
for the variant carriers, we determined that all variant
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FIGURE 1 | Principal component analyses. Estimation of relationship to ancestral groups from Human Genome Diversity Project (HGDP). Aqua = Puerto Ricans.

Orange = Cubans. Purple = Caribbean Latinos (including Dominican Republic, mixed or undefined Caribbean origin). HGDP datasets included Europeans (yellow),

Africans (green), and Amerindians (brown).

FIGURE 2 | Representation of ancestral admixture in Latino cohort. Subjects are sorted on the X-axis based on percentage of Amerindian ancestry contribution

(0–80%, displayed in blue). Colors in each vertical line represent that individual’s ancestral admixture. Red = African, Orange = European, Blue = Amerindian.

carriers are homozygous for European LA at the genomic
location where they carry a variant, except for one carrier
of GBA p.A495P (Amerindian/European) and all three
carriers of GBA p.L13R (2 × African/European and 1x

African/Amerindian). Interestingly, p.L13R is common in the
African population (7.7% in gnomAD), vs. <0.5% in other
population groups, and considered benign for GBA function
in ClinVar.
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TABLE 2 | Known rare variants (MAF<1%) identified in major exons of PD genes.

Gene Variant #carriers Countries of origin Avg AAO Likely local ancestry gnomAD overall (%)

LRRK2 G2019S 5 2x PR, Brazil, Guatemala, unknown 56 (47–61) European 0.05

GBA T408M 1 Cuba 58 European 0.6

N409S 3 Cuba, PR, unknown 55.7 (45–64) European 0.2

A495P 2 PR Unknown Amerindian/European 0.01

L13R 3 PR 51.67 (41–59) African 0.007

MAF, minor allele frequency; Avg AAO, average age at onset; PR, Puerto Rico; gnomAD, genome aggregation database.

Identification of Additional Variants in
Selected Exons of Major PD Genes
We identified five heterozygous carriers of rare new variants
(Table 3) with varying levels of in-silico support for pathogenicity
(Table 4); LRRK2 p.D734N (2 individuals), p.P1480L, p.R1941H,
and GBA p.S310G.

The two individuals carrying the LRRK2 p.D734N variants are
from PR; only one reports a positive family history. No DNA
of the other affected in the family was available for segregation
analyses. This variant has only been reported once in gnomAD in
an additional Latino individual. LA analyses in these individuals
(Amerindian/African and African/European) suggest that this
variant might be located on an African background. The variant
is predicted to be highly deleterious and is conserved. This
variant has not been reported in PD context before, so no
information is available in ClinVar. Both individuals presented
with mild idiopathic PD with predominant tremor and postural
changes and reported loss of smell and constipation. One further
presented with short-term memory problems and the other with
possible REM sleep behavior disorder.

The patient carrying LRRK2 p.P1480L variant identified
Ecuador as country of origin and reported no positive family
history to their knowledge. The variant was not present in
140,000 individuals from gnomAD (including 17,000 Latinos),
though p.P1480S on the same codon is reported in only one
European individual (0.000004% overall in gnomAD). The
position is highly conserved, and the variant is predicted
to be damaging. LA analyses showed that this patient is
heterozygous for Amerindian and European ancestry at the
LRRK2 locus. The patient presented with idiopathic PD with
tremor, bradykinesia, and rigidity and underwent successful deep
brain stimulation surgery.

Variant LRRK2 p.R1941H was identified in a Cuban patient
with no family history for PD, is classified as a Variant
of Unknown Significance to PD in ClinVar, and has been
observed in European, Latino, and African genomes in gnomAD
(0.0001%). In silico predictions are inconsistent in supporting
a damaging role of this variant. The individual carrying the
variant is homozygous for European ancestry at the LRRK2 locus.
The patient presented with idiopathic PD with mild tremor,
rigidity of the neck and leg, postural instability, and moderate
facial hypokinesia.

The patient carrying GBA p.S310G is from PR and reports
no family history for PD. The variant has been reviewed to be
(likely) pathogenic for GBA function in ClinVar and has not

been observed in European or Latino individuals from gnomAD
but is rare in East Asian individuals. LA analyses identified both
Amerindian and European ancestry at the GBA locus for the
carrier. The patient presented with mild idiopathic PD with
predominant tremor and postural changes.

DISCUSSION

Here we sequenced exons with reported pathogenic or strong
risk variants for PD in three known PD genes (LRRK2, GBA,
and SNCA) to evaluate presence of these variants originally
identified in NHW patients in a Latino cohort enriched for
Caribbean patients. Additionally, we extended LRRK2’s analyses
to all exons coding for functional domains Roc and Kinase, as
well as exons harboring putative pathogenic variants identified
in NHW patients in-house and by collaborators (personal
communication). We used genome-wide genotyping data to
determine ancestral background of identified variants and
presence of few extra variants included on the chip (e.g.,
PARK2 R275W). We identified five carriers of LRRK2 p.G2019S
as well as more common GBA p.T408M and p.N409S in
one and three patients, respectively, all on putative European
background. As these variants have been frequently reported in
European patients, this suggests these variants were introduced
to the Latino population through their European ancestor.
Additionally, we identified benign variants GBA p.L13R common
in African populations, in three individuals, and p.A495P in one
individual. LA analyses supported p.L13R was indeed introduced
through an African ancestor. p.A495P was identified in two
patients who are heterozygous for European and Amerindian
LA at the variant location. No ancestry-specific variants were
located close enough (∼10 kb) to the variant to allow us to
phase the variants with its ancestral background (defined by
variants across up to several Mb surrounding the gene) in
cloning experiments. Independent of the reported observation
here of GBA p.A495P, this variant has been identified across
populations with rare instances reported in Africans, Latinos,
East Asians, and Europeans in gnomAD. This reoccurrence on
different backgrounds might indicate a tolerance of GBA for
changes on this position, suggesting this variant is likely benign,
which is also reflected in ClinVar’s assessment of its relevance to
GBA function.

Interestingly, we identified four more variants with varying
levels of evidence for impact in PD. The presence of LRRK2
p.R1941H in individuals of all populations in gnomAD suggests
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TABLE 3 | New variants (MAF<1%) identified in selected exons of major PD genes.

Gene Variant N Country of origin AAO FamHx P/N Likely local ancestry gnomAD overall (%)

LRRK2 D734N 2 PR 67 / 60 1/1 African 0.000008

P1480L 1 Ecuador 44 0/1 Amerindian/European Not observed

R1941H 1 Cuba 42 0/1 European 0.000127

GBA S310G 1 PR 58 0/1 Amerindian/European 0.000021

MAF, minor allele frequency; AAO, age at onset; FamHx P/N, family history positive/negative; U, unknown; PR, Puerto Rico; gnomAD, genome aggregation database.

TABLE 4 | In silico evidence for novel variants.

Gene Variant GERP Phast Cons PolyPhen2 CADD gnomAD NFE (%) gnomAD AFR (%) gnomAD Lat (%) gnomAD EAS (%)

LRRK2 D734N 5.94 0.579 Probably damaging 25.5 0 0 0.00003 0

P1480L 5.53 0.935 Probably damaging 29 – – – –

R1941H 4.85 1.000 Possibly damaging 23.6 0.00019 0.00004 0.00028 0.00005

GBA S310G 3.51 0.985 benign 26.5 0 0.00004 0 0.00020

gnomAD, genome aggregation database; NFE, non-Finish Europeans; AFR, African; Lat, Latinos; EAS, East Asian.

tolerability for this variant, thus reducing the likelihood that
this variant is a major player in PD. Data on LRRK2 p.D734N
and p.P1480L and GBA p.S310G however support potential
pathogenic roles of these variants. LRRK2 p.D734N is predicted
to be highly functional and is very rare in the general population
being identified only once in another Latino individual. Though
one patient presented with positive family history, unfortunately
no DNA was available for the others affected for segregation
analyses. However, the observation of this variant in two
independent PD patients on African LA, rarity in the general
population (including African individuals), and strong in silico
evidence supports the hypothesis that this variant might be a
novel pathogenic variant for PD in individuals with African
background. The identification in just Latino individuals, and not
European or African groups, could suggest that this variant was
introduced more recently in Latin history.

Both variants LRRK2 p.P1480L and GBA p.S310G have
been identified each in one patient who is heterozygous for
European and Amerindian LA at the variant location and does
not report family history preventing segregation analyses. No
ancestry-specific variants were located close enough (∼10 kb)
to either variant to allow for phasing of the variants on its
ancestral background. Both variants are highly conserved and
are predicted to have a (strong) effect on protein function.
LRRK2 p.P1480L has not been reported previously in any general
population, though a variant on the same codon (p.P1480S)
was observed in one European individual. No information on
this variant is available; however, it is located in the highly
conformational Roc domain of LRRK2 and affects a proline
residue, which are often involved in providing curvature in
protein structures, suggesting a potential consequence for the
domain structure due to this variant. Additional data of other
carriers or families or functional analyses would be needed
to assess its impact for PD. In contrast, GBA p.S310G has
been observed in Gaucher’s disease patients before and has
been reviewed to be pathogenic by ClinVar. It has been
seen very rarely in East Asian individuals in gnomAD. LA
analyses in the variant carrier did not identify East Asian
ancestry in this region (<1% in patient overall), indicating

that this variant might have arisen independently in different
populations. All patients carrying these new rare variants
presented with classic idiopathic PD without atypical features;
often with predominant tremor; and reporting no hallmarks
differentiating them from other idiopathic PD. Screening in
more (Caribbean) Latino PD cohorts or extensive single
molecule sequencing will be needed in the future to confirm
pathogenicity of these new potential PD variants and determine
the ancestral origin of these variants in the Latino population.
This first report on identification of novel variants in selected
exons with higher likelihood of impactful variants in major
PD genes in a Caribbean enriched cohort indicates that we
can identify novel variants in the Latino population with
variable evidence for involvement in PD pathogenesis. This
is supported by the identification of the Colombian-specific
variant GBA p.K237E (28) when querying GBA in a larger
continental Latin dataset. Extending these analyses to more
exons, more genes and larger cohorts will greatly increase
the number of novel variants we identify in Latino PD
patients and will further the field’s understanding of PD in the
Latino population.

Furthermore, inclusion of admixed population in
genetic research is especially valuable because of their
varied ancestry. As evidenced here by potential pathogenic
variant LRRK2 p.D734N and previously by Velez-Pardo
for GBA p.K237E, variants identified in Latino populations
specifically can provide insight in variants on African
and Amerindian background, both of which also play
a major role in other, equally underserved, populations
(African American/Amerindian).

Generally, the lack of information for other racial
and ethnic populations (albeit in genetics specifically or
biomedicine overall) leads to health disparities as study
of a limited population pool creates biases in findings
and only benefits the limited population in the end (37).
Expanding genetic studies of complex diseases, such as
PD, to Latino populations is crucial to meeting the needs
of this increasing US demographic. The identification of
novel variants in Latino cohorts not previously identified
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further support the importance of inclusion of participants
across race/ethnicity.
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